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Sneaker preview The modest trainer has been attracting a lot of fashionable 

attention lately, and nowhere is the selection broader and mightier than

at Oki-Ni. The online menswear retailer is seeing a steep rise in 

footwear sales season after season, and nothing stays in 

stock for long. To keep you in the know, here are our top

three upcoming releases: from top, Lanvin Technical, 

£350; Maison Martin Margiela leather and suede 

slip-on, £322; Raf Simons x Adidas, £240.

Snap judgment The outdoorsy outfitter Filson is now in its second 

season of collaborating with the British designer Nigel Cabourn, and 

the results are definitely worth a punt. Lightweight, practical jackets are 

the focus, and a good investment for something to wear all year 

round. The photojournalist jacket is our favourite, £462 (filson.com). 

It’s all in the jeans Denim heads from around the world salute ‘the

most important fabric of the 20th century’ in Amy Leverton’s book 

Denim Dudes (£16.95, Laurence King). Hitoshi Uchida (pictured, left) owns

an old-school denim shop in Tokyo. ‘I compare denim to growing trees,’

he says. ‘You can never know what a tree will look like in the future. 
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Denim has its own character, which continues to grow the longer you 

wear it.’ Greg Chapman (right) is the creative director of HW Carter & 

Sons in New York. ‘I’ve been breaking in selvedge raw denim ever since 

I came across a pair of 1950s deadstock Levi’s back in ’91,’ he says. 
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